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RESEARCH AND WORK PROCESS

INTRODUCTION

My interpretation of the task was to make a booklet targeted towards students and young 
adults. My task was to research, sketch and design a booklet for egg recipes. The target 

group I had in mind was people that are not that into cooking food but have to, so I tried to 
make the design more fun and interactive.

CREATIVE METHODS

             I started by researching a lot of recipe 
book designs and finding colours that would 
fit the pictures and the theme. I tried looking 
at recipe books I had and I also found a lot on 
pinterest and the internet.  But I think my big-
gest inspiration was “cracked eggs”, maybe 
the thought ” lets crack some eggs and make 
something delicious with it ”, it was after think-
ing that thought all the inspiration came to 
my mind. After finding so much inspiration I 
started  sketching all that I could think about 
in terms of design, layout and form in a piece 
of paper. I was trying to make something that 
would make people think of eggs when they 
saw it. After I had put all my thoughts into 
paper I had a clearly strong idea about how 
I wanted to develop the booklet. So I start-
ed making a sketch of the overall product. 
When I was clear about everything and I had 
a drawn plan of the final product, I started 
working on it on InDesign.  

ANALYSIS

There are a lot of ways people have designed 
recipe books, you can find colourful ones 
and plain ones, some of theme uses really 
big pictures and others also use illustrations. 
I guess my assignment had to be solved in a 
specific way. I imagined the target audience 
to be people that don’t know much about 
eggs and maybe aren’t that interested in the 
kitchen, but want to save money and eat 
better at the same time. I have seen book-
lets on Kiwi for example where they try to sell 
products by making a small recipe booklet 
that is fun to use and it is colourful and inter-
esting and maybe makes buying food more 
fun because people know what they are go-
ing to make.

I  didn’t find  other egg booklets so I mainly 
got my inspiration from normal recipe books, 
and since my assignment was themed I de-
cided to go with a specific theme for my de-
sign. 
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DESIGN

STYLE/GENRE

I have chosen a cracked egg theme, 
something that I use consistently 
throughout the whole design with some 
variations to make a certain pace. I 
created the zick zack lies myself, and 
the egg shape making a vector ver-
sion of the picture of an egg. 

TYPOGRAPHY

Throughout the whole design, I have 
used 3 typefaces, 2 display typefaces 
which are “Antique Olive Compact” 
and “Segoe Script” and one text type-
face which is “century gothic”. I want-
ed to create a more informal and not 
to serious look so all my type is sans serif. 
I also vary between bold letters in the 
cover, where I wanted to draw more 
attention to the word and make it look 
more round and egg like, to script in 
the other titles to make the overall look 
inside appear more handwritten and 
friendly.
I chose century gothic as my body 
type because it fitted well with the oth-
ers, and was simple and easy to read, I 
also liked that it had a relative big fam-
ily so I could add some variations to my 
text if I wanted to and  the overall co-
lour the paragraphs had.

COLOURS

The colour palette I chose was inspired 
by egg colours like yellow and or-
ange and complementary colours to 
go with these, the colours had to look 
good with the pictures and make the 
design more fun, I think I achieved the 
feeling I was going for with these co-
lours. White was an important part of 
the design as well, just being there in 
the background it gives a reminder of 
eggs and their simplicity and makes 
the design less cluttered. I also used 
colours to differentiate between dif-
ferent kinds of texts ( like ingredients or 
the recipe or maybe to emphasize the 
first word of a sentence) .  

COMPOSITION, LAYOUT, GRID
COMPOSITION

I wanted my composition to be dy-
namic, vibrant and fun.  It is composed 
of body type, divided into ingredients, 
quotes and recipes. In addition to that 
it is composed of titles, pictures and 
some graphic elements which were 
consistent throughout the whole de-
sign, like the zick-zack lines and the egg 
figures as page numbers for example.

WHITE SPACE   

White space was also an important el-
ement I my design, I used it in the first 
and last pages to contrast the rest, 
where many things were happening 
at the same time, and in some pages 
it was used in between paragraphs to 
give the effect of eggs. 

COVER 

I started designing the inside composi-
tion before I started designing the cov-
er, I did several sketches before I found 
a cover that might work with the rest of 
the design.  My final design was some-
thing that mirrored the inside in a way 
and kind of presented the content like 
the content of a cracked egg, but to 
contrast the inside I used a blue colour 
as the most powerful one in the front 
 

LINES 

As I said before and as you can see in 
my booklet, I was consistent with the 
use of zick zack lines in my design, they 
served as a guide for the eyes, and as 
a frame for the pictures which were 
also formed with this lines. I also used a 
curved line to represent the shape of 
an egg and keep my text together in 
one spread, the line also served as way 
to give my design a faster pace and 
flow.

PICTURES 

I didn’t do anything with the pictures 
other than crop some because they 
fitted perfect in my design.  I also didn’t 
have pictures on every single page 

because I used other design elements 
that did the work. Since I tried to have 
some variations in my design I placed 
the pictures in different places. I had a 
maximum of 2 pictures on each spread 
and on some I just had one big pic-
ture on a whole page bleeding out the 
margins. I left most of my pictures bleed 
out from two sides because I found out 
that they looked bigger and  more eye 
catching that way. 
I added one picture I found on a page 
with free pictures to use, because I 
didn’t really like the bacon picture I 
was handed, it didn’t fit ass I liked with 
the design.

GRID 

I used a margin of 1,27 cm on each side, 
and a 3 column grid which I didn’t use 
so much but worked really well when I 
needed it .  

 
   

     

Sources

Pictures

Tutorials and books

HTTPS://PIXABAY.COM
   

*InDesign CC essential training. David 
Blatner

   https://www.lynda.com/InDesign-tu-
torials/InDesign-CC-Essential-Train-

ing-2015/368575-2.html?org=noroff.no

*Graphic Design School: The principles 
and practices of Graphic Design. 

David Dabner, Sandra Stewart and Eric 
Zempol. 

Unit 2: Fundamentals of Composition. 
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